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Why surveillance system???



How it works



 Dome – for indoor applications, covert

 Bullet – for outdoor applications, longer range

 Black and white / colored

 Infrared

 C-mount

Terminology



Surveillance cams

System Design

Operator

Intelligent 
Processing

Conditionally 
Notify



 Automated person tracking system [4]

 Image-matching

 Learning with neural networks, deep networks and 

other algorithms

 Find trends using clustering, prediction, association 

rules

 Summarize the event and auto-tagging

 Fast retrieval

How to use this captured data?



 1 surveillance camera for every 11 people in Britain, 
says survey

 Detect over-crowding on underground railway 
platforms [2].

 Predict the criminal behavior [1]
 Smart applications in retail stores like  tracking 

customer movement [6], identifying disorganized 
shelves, etc

 Capture trends in traffic
 Example: Soccer – Automatically identify players, 

tracking specific players, tracking the ball, 
summarizing, etc

Applications



 System needs to be robust and accurate

 No false triggers

 If implemented, it could provide with 

interesting information

 Needs to be adapted to each domain of use

Future work
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